Now Available on DVD & Blu-Ray
Seal Team Season 5 The Navy SEALs have always been known for their heroism, and
this team is no exception. Tasked with some of the most difficult missions in the world,
their lives are constantly on the line. In order to protect their unit-and their
country-they are asked to complete daring physical feats that no on else in the world
can possibly take on. However, sometimes their family lives can present an even bigger
challenge than the missions that they are challenged with planning and executing.
Paramount / CBS
Batman The Long Halloween Deluxe Edition 4K It's a dark time in Gotham City. Held
hostage by the powerful Falcone crime family, the city is rife with crime and corruption.
Adding to the chaos is the mysterious Holiday killer, who has been targeting the
underworld and leaving a trail of terror... and body bags. Batman, Lieutenant Gordon
and D.A. Harvey Dent race against the calendar as it advances toward the next ill-fated
holiday. Based on the critically acclaimed graphic novel, Batman: The Long Halloween,
Part One begins a twisted chain of events that will forever change the Dark Knight. DC /
Warner
Yashahime Princess Half Demon Season 1 Part 1 Living in the present day isn’t easy for
Sesshomaru’s daughter Towa. She can’t remember where she came from, must conceal
her mysterious powers, and is either worshipped or feared by girls she just wants to be
friends with. But she has no way of returning to her own time until one day…a demon
attacks and she is transported to feudal-era Japan. There Towa, her twin sister Setsuma,
and her cousin Moroha—Inuyasha’s daughter—have a mission bestowed upon them
by the mystical Tree of Ages. With only vague memories of their past to guide them, the
three young women set out to find their parents, heal a rift in time, and fulfill their royal
destiny. Viz
Yashahime Princess Half Demon Season 1 Part 2 First stop, Demon Slayers’ Village,
where the trio joins forces with old friends and frenemies of Inuyasha—Kohaku, Sango,
Miroku, and Koga! Plus, Miroku tells the tale of meeting Sesshomaru’s flunky Jaken after
the fateful day when the twins were separated. Then, while Towa receives a surprising
new weapon to train with, Moroha reunites with her former mentor Yawaragi, who
strong-armed her into becoming a bounty hounter. And all three girls discover they
harbor something inside them that draws enemies to them like moths to a flame
including the fearsome Four Perils! Uh-oh. Viz
Aqua Teen Hunger Force: The Baffler Meal Complete Collection Three unique
detectives, the Aqua Teen Hunger Force, share a rental house in New Jersey. This
mystery-solving trio is comprised of human-sized food products: Master Shake, the
big-mouthed, self-appointed team leader with a short attention span and no work
ethic; Frylock, the only reasonable member of the group, who happens to be a box of
French-fried potatoes--spuds with power; and Meatwad, a talented round mound of
meat who can take the shape of a hot dog or an igloo. Together, this triple threat tackles
unusual cases from the luxury of a neighbor's swimming pool--unless they're
confronted by danger. Then, of course, the three run like hell. The complete collection
including all 138 episodes from the hit series 11 season run, as well as the first theatrical
film titled Aqua Teen Hunger Force Colon Movie Warner
The Equalizer Season 2 is a reimagining of the classic series starring Academy Award®
nominee and multi-hyphenate Queen Latifah (“Chicago,”“Bessie”) as Robyn McCall, an
enigmatic woman with a mysterious background who uses her extensive skills as a
former CIA operative to help those with nowhere else to turn. McCall presents to most
as an average single mom who is quietly raising her teenage daughter. But to a trusted
few, she is The Equalizer – an anonymous guardian angel and defender of the
downtrodden, who’s also dogged in her pursuit of personal redemption. Robyn’s
clandestine work and her personal life collide when her smart and observant daughter,
Delilah, and her aunt Vi, who lives with Robyn to help her balance life as a working
mother, discover her secret career as a vigilante. While Robyn contends with uncertainty
at home, she is joined in her pursuit of justice by Melody “Mel” Bayani, an edgy bar
owner and sniper from Robyn’s past; and Harry Keshegian, a paranoid and brilliant
white-hat hacker. As Robyn aids the oppressed and exploited, she sometimes works
with Marcus Dante, an NYPD detective who once sought to uncover her identity, but
now respects the need for Robyn’s type of justice even as he often questions her
methods. The four-disc collection features 18 action-packed episodes and exclusive
bonus content, including deleted scenes and a gag reel. Paramount / CBS
Elvis A thoroughly cinematic drama, Elvis’s (Austin Butler) story is seen through the
prism of his complicated relationship with his enigmatic manager, Colonel Tom Parker
(Tom Hanks). As told by Parker, the film delves into the complex dynamic between the
two spanning over 20 years, from Presley’s rise to fame to his unprecedented stardom,
against the backdrop of the evolving cultural landscape and loss of innocence in
America. Central to that journey is one of the significant and influential people in Elvis’s
life, Priscilla Presley. Special Features: Bigger Than Life: The Making of ELVIS, Rock ‘N Roll
Royalty: The Music & Artists Behind ELVIS, Fit for a King; The Style of ELVIS , Viva Australia:
Recreating Iconic Locations for ELVIS, “Trouble” Lyric Video. Warner
Lucifer: Season 6 Final Season In the sixth and final season of Lucifer, we close the
chapter on our crime-solving Devil. With Los Angeles no longer the battleground for his
angelic siblings, Lucifer's relationship with Chloe has never been stronger. Life is good.
But if we know anything about this fallen angel, it's that his past always finds a way of
catching up to him! Warner
The Amusement Park The Amusement Park stars Martin's Lincoln Maazel as an elderly
man who finds himself disoriented and increasingly isolated as the pains, tragedies and
humiliations of aging in America are manifested through roller coasters and chaotic
crowds. Commissioned by the Lutheran Society, the film is perhaps Romero's wildest
and most imaginative movie, an allegory about the nightmarish realities of growing
older, and is an alluring snapshot of the filmmaker's early artistic capacity and style and
would go on to inform his ensuing filmography. The "lost" film was restored in 4k by
IndieCollect in New York City. George A. Romero Foundation and produced by Suzanne
Desrocher-Romero. RLJE / Shrudder

